EVO ARP WAVE
NEUROLOGICAL THERAPY
Wave Neurological Therapy is a three part
system that incorporates a paradigm shift
toward the neurological component of soft
tissue rehabilitation. We call this discipline
Neurological Soft Tissue medicine (NST). The
system is based on the belief that all injury is
a direct result of the body’s inability to
absorb force. This inability to absorb force is
due to an individual’s neurological inability
to communicate with muscles fast enough to
allow the muscle to absorb force (contract
appropriately). EVO ARP Wave Neurological
Therapy addresses the neurological origin of
physiological symptoms, not the physiological symptoms themselves. The origin of pain
or injury is not identified by symptoms;
rather, symptoms are simply how an injury
manifests itself superficially. EVO ARP Wave
Neurological Therapy treats the neurological
origin of physiological symptoms, which
causes the physiological symptoms to
quickly vanish.

EVO ARP Wave
Neurological Therapy

EVOCAMPS.COM
651-587-3353

Treating the Neurological
Origin of Injury & Illness

DO YOU HAVE?
Chronic Pain
Restricted Movement with Pain
MS
Fibromyalgia
CRPS (RSD)
Arthritis
Lyme’s Disease
Parkinson’s
Any Neurological Disease
Crohn’s Disease

HAVE YOU HAD?
Stroke
Spinal Cord Injury
Concussion
Joint Replacement Surgery
Auto Injury
Athletic Injury

HAVE YOU BEEN TOLD?
Need Surgery
There is nothing that can be done
You will need to take medication for the
rest of your life.

STEPS of EVO THERAPY
IN BALANCE:
The ability to demonstrate the
functionality of the nervous system using a
series of manual tests. If an individual is
“out of balance” based on the test, then
that individual will be placed back “in
balance” by the EVO Professional. An
individual’s demonstration of being “in
balance” is paramount to the successful
treatment of injury.

SEARCH & DESTROY:
The process of locating the origin of the
physiological symptoms that individuals
experience by identifying electrical
disconnects between the individual’s
muscles and brain; then, eliminating the
origin of the physiological symptoms that
individuals experience by eradicating
electrical disconnects. This practice
reopens lines of communication between
cells or between cells and the brain; thus,
purging the affected area of inflammation
and scar tissue.

STRENGTHEN:
Reacquiring strength/ coordination and
the elimination of compensation patterns
via implementation of EVO Ultrafit
programs and protocols.

FREE 1st SESSION
CONTACT EVOCAMPS if you
want to change your life for the best
TODAY! First Session Cost Free &
Obligation FREE.
651-587-3353
evocamps@gmail.com

UTILIZED BY:
NFL: 650+ NFL Athletes
NBA: 200+ NBA Athletes
MLB: 100+ MLB Athletes
NHL: 200+ NHL Athletes
MLS (European Soccer): 600+ MLS
Olympians: 25+ MEDAL Winners
NCAA: 500+ NCAA Athletes
THOUSANDS of Athletes from All Sports

